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Muldoon [1], following some work of Lorch and Szego [2], has investigated what

amount to integral functionals which select the weighted average J/(0+) + 1/(0")

of a function at a jump discontinuity, as opposed to the usual §(/0+) + 1/(0") of the

Dirichlet kernel of Fourier series. We indicate here a simple modification of Muldoon's

results to get other weighted averages. We discuss a conjecture about the relation of

the various weights to the analytic continuation of the kernel functions.

The results obtained by Muldoon are essentially the following. Under certain rather

natural conditions on /(x) one can obtain results of the form

lim j(t)vAi\y(t - x)] dt = f/(z+) + lf(af) (1)

with corresponding results on the appropriate half intervals. These results use the fact

that the Airy function Ai(z) is that solution of

y" — zy = 0 (2)

which is strictly decaying for positive z and purely oscillatory for negative z.

Our initial generalization is then to look at the integral

F(x) = lim f f(t)h„(t — x) dt (3)
p—*cq J a

where the kernel h,(z) is the appropriate solution of

(d2y/dz2) + vm-\-lTzm-2y = 0. (4)

(It turns out to be convenient to write the exponent as m — 2.) It is well known (e.g.,

see Watson [3, p. 97]) that (4) is related to Bessel's equation, and that the solutions

to (4) may be written as combinations of

Vk VzB1/m(^z^) (5)
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where £1/m(r) is any of the appropriate Bessei functions. It is necessary to make a

distinction between odd and even m. We temporarily consider the case where m is odd.

Then the appropriate solution turns out to be

h,(z) = A(v)VzKWm (|^/2) (6)

where the normalizing factor is conveniently chosen as

AO) = v3/m{ r(l/m) r(2/m)[l + cos x/m](m_1+3/m)}_1 (7)

and Kx/m is the well-known modified Bessei function. It is easily seen that, for m = 3,

Eq. (6) reduces to

K(z) = * . 2.TJI/3/o K1/3(%vz3/2) = SnAi(y,n»)
1 -+- COS 7T/0

which is essentially Muldoon's kernel.

Our normalization factor (7) is chosen as a result of the following formulas taken

from Magnus, Oberhettinger and Soni [4]:

/:

r
rlKa(at) dt = 2"-Vr(iM + K>r(iu - \a), Re ((i ± a) > 0, (8)

r7.(ao dt = + l°d — Re a < Re ^ < I, (9)
I (1 + — 5W

and

2Ka(te ) = r(«)r(l - a)[e"'a J-a(ter ) - e"am~1W2Ja(ter,/2)]. (10)

Eq. (10) is derived from formulas on p. 66 and p. 69 of [4] and is needed because of

the multivalued character of the Bessei functions. We use these formulas to derive

Theorem 1. For v real arid positive and h„(z) defined by (6) and (7) we have, for

m odd and > 3,

r
£

1
''•<z> dz - 2(1 + cos n/m) ■ (U)

M.) 2 COST/.)

2(1 + cos 7r/m)

Proof. Eq. (11) follows from the definitions (6) and (7) and formula (8), under

the elementary change of variables t = zm/2. Since z is real and positive we take the

real positive square root. We obtain a = l/m, a = 2v/m and /u = 3/m. The restric-

tion on (8), Re (\± ± «) > 0, then holds for all m > 0.

Eq. (12) follows from (6) and (7) with formulas (9) and (10). Some care must be

taken with the root of 2. We take arg z — ir. This makes the variable (at) in (9) real

if we take I = m + 1/2 in (10). For the use of (9) we have t = (e~*'z)m/2, and again

a = ±1 /m, a = 2v/m and n = 3/in. Thus the restrictions on (9) are satisfied for m > 2,

i.e.: all positive integer exponents in (4). Straightforward calculations give (12). Q.E.D.

The normalization factor (7) is now obvious. We note that (11) and (12) reduce to

Muldoon's results for m = 3, as they should.
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The results of Theorem 1 are for m odd. The case of m even requires a slightly dif-

ferent kernel. The integrals of both a modified Bessel function Kv and an ordinary Bessel

function J„ converge when integrated over the positive real axis. However, examination

of (10) shows that the integral of K, diverges over the negative real axis. This leads us

to the conclusion that the kernel must be essentially oscillatory (i.e., a Bessel function)

on both sides of the origin. This is what one might expect, since for m — 2 Eq. (4)

shows that the desired integrals are essentially the Fourier integrals. Thus, for m even,

we take for our kernel

h(z) = B(v)Vz Y1/m (|2"/2) , (13)

where it turns out that B (v) is conveniently taken to be

M m~a/mv3/mir  r(l/m) n)

2(1 + a) cos (i/m)r(l — l/m)r(2/m) an a T(—l/m)

We then find

Theorem 2. For v real and positive and h,(z) defined by (13) and (14) we have

LK(z) dz + ^ (15)

K{Z) dz = 2(l++aa) ' (16)

where m — 4, 6,

Proof. Eqs. (15) and (16) are straightforward consequences of the formulas of

[4, p. 91 and p. 68]. By direct computation the answer is independent of whether arg z

is -ir or — 7r in (16), where we use

f r'YM) dt = — 2"~17r~1er" cos [tt/2Gu - a)] X rQa - + |m) (17)

Re (ju ± a) > 0, Re n < 3/2

Ya(te<lT) = e-i,TaYa(t) + 2i sin (lira) cot ttaJa(t),

with exactly the same substitutions as in Theorem 1. Q.E.D.

We now take these kernels and show that one may obtain the obvious generalizations

of Eq. (1). There are a number of such results possible for different conditions on j(x).

Some general formulas were obtained by Lebesgue [5], with some rather restrictive

conditions on f(x). Somewhat less restrictive results were obtained by Muldoon for the

Airy function kernel. We give just one of the more useful modifications of Muldoon's

results for the above kernels.

For our proof we will need not only the results of Theorem 1 but what amounts to a

localization property, namely that as v —> °° all of the value of the integrals (11) and

(12) comes from the neighborhood of the origin. Thus we need

Lemma 1. For v real a?id positive and h,(z) given by (6) and (J), for any fixed r? > 0,

1
lim / hv(z) dz =■
r->o3 J 0 2(1 + cos ir/m)
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for m odd and 2i3.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that

lim / h,(z) dz = 0.
v * co J n

But this equation is a specific case of a result (Eq. (25)) proven as part of Theorem 3.

For the interval ( — °°, 0) the desired result is a bit harder to prove. We need

Lemma 2. For v real and -positive and h,(z) is given by (6) and (7), for any fixed

V > 0,

f KM d* = (' + 2°°"/'">
2(1 + cos7r/m)

lim

/or m odd and 2: 3.

Proof. Again it is sufficient to show that

lim f h,(z) dz = 0.
V—*CO J —CD

From (6), (7), and (10) we need to consider integrals of the form

lim <V/m [ Vt e1/m (- r/2) dt
9—»CO " TJ \tTl /

where C{ is independent of v and Q is a Bessel function of real argument. Making a

change of variables r = tm/2, we find we must consider

lim v3/m r) dr. (18)

Now (18) is an improper integral whose integrand is not in £i . We interpret (18) as

lim lim f r3/m~1CI/m (— r) dr (18a)
V—>co b—*co " 7] \77Z J

For fixed y take v so large that we may use the asymptotic representation of the Bessel

function. Then (18a) may be written

lim lim C»v3/"

= lim lim \C2v3/m~3/2
|»—»00 b—* CO

1/2 f t3/'" 3/2 COS f— t + al [1 + 0{\/vt)\ dr
J rj \77Z /

-f-r3/m~3/2(l + 0(l/cr)) sin (2vr/m + a) |$

+ (3/m - 3/2) J* t3/-5/2/(t) sin i~ + «) dr }

where C2 is independent of v and /(r) is obtained by differentiating the known asymptotic

expressions for the Bessel functions and is easily shown to be 1 + 0(l/cr).

Taking the limit b —> °° for the integrated term gives zero for the upper limit for

m > 2. The term under the integral sign is in £2 and is thus no problem. Thus (18a)
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becomes

lim {<V/m-3/2 [v3/m'3/2a + 0(l/vV)) sin (| n + a)

+ (3/m — 3/2) T3/m~5/2f(T) sin r + a) drjj-

But this limit is clearly zero. Q.E.D.

The following theorem is then typical of our principal results.

Theorem 3. Let f(x) be defined on (—6, <») where b > 0 and x > —b. Assume

(i) / is of bounded variation on [ — 6, z]

(ii) f is Lebesgue integrable on [x, a], each a > x.

(iii) lim f f(x + ct) exp (—(2/m)tm/2) dt = 0 uniformly in c, 0 | 1
a—*oo ** .

(iv) lim h~x f [/(<) — j(x±)] dt = 0.
h-*0+ x

Then, if m is odd and > 3,

lim f f(t)h,(t — x) dt = af(x+) + /5f(x~) (19)
v->CO J -b

where

a = 1/2(1 + cos 7r/rn) (20)

/? = (1 + 2 cos r/m)/(2(l + cos x/ra)) (21)

Proof. Before our proof we remark on the hypotheses. The distinction in (i) and

(ii) is due to the fact that the kernel is decaying for positve values of the argument

and merely oscillatory for negative values. This fact also makes it difficult to extend b

to infinity. (It can be done, however.) The hypothesis (iii) is the obvious growth restric-

tion so that (19) converges at the upper limit.

We break (19) into two parts, integrating from —b to x and ito Consider the

second part. Given e > 0, by (iv) there is an y > 0 such that

< e 0 < h < t)r1 £ [/(O - f(x+)] dt

for — 8 < x < S. We then write

px+r)

dt
/CO nx + rj

j(t)hXt — x) dt = f(x+) J h„(t — x)

r - /(*+)]^(* - *)dt (22)
X

f f(t)h„(t — x) dt.

f*X + JJ

+
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The first term, will give the desired answer and the second two, in the limit v —* ,

we shall show are small. To show this we look at (6)

h,{t - x) = A(u)Vt - x KUJ~^ (it - x)m/2^j

The change of variables (t — x) = z makes the first integral in (22), f(x+) h,(z) dz.

Then by virtue of Lemma 1, we have

lim /(x*) I *.(«) dz - 2(1 + c10sx/m) /(**>■ (23)

From the well-known properties of the modified Bessel functions h,(t — x) is a positive

decreasing function of its argument for positive argument. Thus we may apply a theorem

in Natanson [6, p. 16], such that, if (ii) and (iv) are satisfied and h,(t — x) has the de-

creasing property above, then

If" m - /(*•».« - *> dt\ <, /; k,(t) it < 2(1 + ^T/m), (24)

for all 77 > 0 and all x in { — h, a]. As for the third term we use (6) again and the asymp-

totic properties of h,(z). The change of variables (t — x) = tv~z/m yields

r Kt)K(t - x)dt = v-z/m [' f(x + aT,/m)A{v) Vz KUm (- zmn) dz
Jx+ \m /

(25)

Since for z sufficiently large we may take Kl/m(2/mzm/2) :£ Cz 1/2e 2/mzm/2! it follows

from (iii) and (7) that v may be taken so large that (25) is less than

e 1 + 2 cosos 71-/ m\

St/m )2 V 1 + cos x/r

From (23), (24) and (25) we have

lim J -x)dt= J(*oL/mY (26)

(The condition (iii) on /(x), for large x, may be weakened to that of Muldoon [1, Th. 2.1],

with considerably more effort in the proof.)

For the negative half range we start the same way. Given e > 0 there is, by (iv),

an t? > 0 such that

u"1 f [/(0 - /CO]
J X-D

dt < e.

Then we take

/x px
j(t)hy(t — x) dt = /CO / h,(t — x) dt

-b "x — rj

+ [ [/(0 - 1(x~)]h,(t ~ x) dt
J X-71

+ f mxt - x) dt.
J -b
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As before, from Lemma 2,

ILl '(J° L h-[l -*><"- (27)

For the second integral, since / is of bounded variation we may take v so small that

/(<) — /(af) is of one sign. Then

( [/(') - 1(x ~ x) dt g max |/(«) - j(x )| f h,(t — x)
" x—1\ \Jx — 1)

dt

But by (10) and the known properties of Bessel functions for real arguments the latter

integral is bounded for all v, say by M, and thus

l£ < tM. (28)[/(0 - i(x )]h,(t - x) dt
~V

For the third integral we make the change of variables — (t — x) = r2/m, use formula

(10) and the asymptotic properties of the Bessel functions J1/m , to obtain

/x-i\
j(t)h„(t — x) dt

•b

lim K/ [ " j(x + T2/m)r~3l'1/m~1/2)g(yr) dr

•>-(.b + »)"•/«
(29)

where K is composed of a number of irrelevant factors, and

g(vr) = cos 2/n(vr + <p){l + 0(l/v)\.

The integral is, since the range of integration is fixed, the Fourier coefficient of the

function j(x + r2/m)(l + 0(1/V))t3(1/"'^1/2), which is of bounded variation for t 0.

By a theorem in Titchmarsli [7, p. 427], this coefficient is 0(l/v) and thus the right-

hand side of (29) vanishes as „-3(1/2-1/m); since m 3, Thus by (27), (28) and (29)

we have

lim f f(t)K(t - x)dt= 1 + 2 cos */m Q.E.D. (30)
J-b 2(1 + cos T/m)

With some more careful estimates the lower limit of integration can be extended

to — co. We shall not make that extension here.

For the kernels with m even, the corresponding theorem is just the natural modifica-

tion of Theorem 3, taking for the hypotheses on /, for positive x, the mirror images

>f the hypotheses on / for negative x.

It is interesting to toy with the question of other convenient kernels and the resultant

weighting factors. We shall state some of the results of calculations with other Bessel

inctions. Muldoon has tried the Airy function Bi(z) and finds an infinite "weighting

ctor" on the positive side and zero on the negative. For m even we tried J-i/m and

und the weights were 1/2, independent of m.

Adding these two results to the results of our theorems, it appears that the controlling

^tor is the analytic continuation of the kernel. For z negative all of the kernels in-

stigated are oscillatory. The feature which distinguishes the Bi(z) kernel is that its

lytic continuation to the positive real axis is unbounded. This, of course, gives the
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infinite "weight factor" for f(x+). We conjecture that it also accounts for the zero for

The result with J„Um(z) comes, of course, from the fact that the analytic con-

tinuation of J-um is just e~"/m times itself. Even though the range of integration is

from, say, - co to 0, in the limit as v —> °° the essential contribution to the integrand

comes from the origin. Since these kernels are analytic in any region not completely

enclosing the origin it is well known that their behavior in such a region is determined

by their behavior on any line in the region. It is on this basis we conjecture that, in

order to determine the usefulness of one of these kernels on any half line the analytic

continuation through the origin must be considered.

I wish to thank the referee for some corrections and helpful suggestions.
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